Birthday shout outs goes to:

Sam D. RJ B. Tim M. Tommy W. and Chris C.

Our staff:

Gretchen K. and Lea Ellen S.

UP COMING EVENTS FOR DECEMBER

- Christmas parade will be on the 1st.
- Chicken dinner
- Fun Day on the 21st.
- Larc will be closed on the 24th and 25th

**NOTICE THE CHANGES TO THE SCHEDULE**

The she class schedule for the month
The spotlight this month is different than normal. We will be spotlighting the day program staff and their time here.

A big thank you to: Larc’s Day Program staff for their hard work and dedication to helping others. Some of our staff has been with us for 25 years. Some started out working in the homes of clients and transferred to just being at day program or still helping out in the homes, as subs and or employment.

For the 2018 year; Happy Anniversary to:

- Carrie 25 years
- Brandy 25 years
- Evie 21 years
- Linda 19 years
- Lisa 15 years
- Mike 9 years
- Stephenie 7 years
- Amy 5 years
- Vicki 4 years
- Daniel 3 years
- Ashleigh 2 years
- Misty 2 years
- Taylor 1 year
Recipe
Picked by: Kelly
Typed By: Vicki

Cocoa Meringue Kisses
- 4 xl egg whites, room temp
- Pinch of cream of tartar
- 1 c. sugar
- 3 tbsp. unsweetened cocoa (not Dutch-processed type) shift after measuring
- 1 c. semisweet chocolate chips or coarsely chopped bittersweet chocolate

Pre heat oven to 275 degrees. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper or aluminum foil, shiny side down.

Put egg whites and cream of tartar in bowl and mix until foamy on med speed, then increase to high while gradually adding the sugar. Beat until stiff and glossy but not dry. Reduce speed to low and mix in the cocoa just until incorporated. Using a rubber spatula, fold in the choc.

Scoop up high mounds about 2 inches and place then 1 inch apart on the backing sheet. Bake for 1 hour if they start to brown reduce heat to 250 degrees. Turn off the oven but leave the kisses in with door closed for 1 hour longer. Lift the kisses off the sheet and let cool completely. Store in covered container at room temp. for up to 1 month. Makes 24 kisses.

Quote
By: Alfred Hitchcock
Picked out by: Troy
Typed By: Vicki

There is no terror in the bang, only in the anticipation of it.

Written By: Joseph
Typed By: Joseph

Ro blocks is not like Minecraft, you can pick from a lot of games. You can click on the game you want to and play as long you want. You can make an account or play as a Guest or you can sign in if you have a account

Have fun!!

Written By: Haley
Typed By: Haley

There once was a young woman named Laura walking to her friend Tabitha’s house and along the way Laura found this twiggy sad tree and so Laura decided to go ahead and walk the rest of the way to Tabitha’s and when she arrived at Tabitha’s house Laura told Tabitha about the tree and so they decided to go cut the tree down and put a few ornaments on it and use it as a Christmas tree.
Christmas Song Scramble 2

Unscramble the following Christmas songs.

**Merry Christmas!**

ISGEHL DREI
ILNEGJ ESLBL
EIWTH SSCITHRA
LISREV DNA LDOG
TEH TSSHRMCAI OHESS
A LOHYL YOLJL SATHSRIMC
REHE MCEOS TSAAN CULSA
DNOEWRLUF RSSMCITTMHAIE
YJLLO DOL ISTNA CIHSOLNA
EW EEDN A LLIET ACISSRTHM
SPEEAL MCOE MEHO FRO ISATHMSCR
NSAAT ACUSL SI GOICNM OT WTNO
NGOWR-PU HCSIARTMS SITL
MOHE ORF ETH SHYODALI
TRYOFS EHT MSWANON
NWTREI DNDNAERWOL
TEH PCIKMNU NSGO
GJILNE LBLE KRCO
TSAAN BBAY
LVBEeeeI
FREE CHRISTMAS TRIVIA GAME PRINTABLE

CHRISTMAS QUIZ

1. We all know that Rudolph has a red nose, but does Rudolph have antlers?
2. Round/Oval candies filled with fruit preserves or cream & covered with chocolate are called?
3. Which country created eggnog?
4. Who said, "God Bless Us, Every One!"]?
5. What were Frosty's last words?
6. The most popular item to put on top of a Christmas tree is?
7. How many Wise Men were there according to the bible?
8. After Joseph, Mary and Jesus left Bethlehem, they went to which country?
9. What does "Advent" means?
10. McDonald's puts what holiday image on bags during the Christmas season?
11. December 24, 1814 ended what war?
12. In "Jingle Bell Rock" everyone is dancing and prancing. Where do they do it?
13. "Greensleeves" is another name for what Christmas song?
14. The custom of finding a button in the plum pudding means what to an unmarried man?
15. What was the most popular toy of 1984?
16. The average number of gifts an adult male gets for Christmas is?
17. What is the main ingredient in gingerbread cookies: Flour, Ginger or Molasses?
18. In It's A Wonderful Life, what did Clarence receive for accomplishing his mission?
19. What river did General Washington cross on December 25, 1776?
20. What song contains the line, "Let's be jolly, deck the halls with boughs of holly"?
21. What city name do the states Kentucky, Indiana, New Hampshire, Maryland, Connecticut and Georgia have in common?
22. This Florida town maintains a fully decorated tree year round?
23. After red and green, what are the two most popular Christmas colors?
24. What popular children's cracker today was introduced in 1902 as a Christmas ornament?
25. Which U.S. President barred the Christmas Tree from being displayed in the White House?